THRIVEGULU

Year in Review: Reflections on 2020
If you are looking for some positive news to raise your spirits during these difficult times, then look no further. THRIVEGulu proved that immense good can come even from emergency situations. Truly, when I say “THRIVEGulu,” I mean all of us – staff, Board of Directors, donors, and our beneficiaries. In 2020, everyone came together because all of us knew we were stronger together. Further, we all sensed that this was our opportunity to make a real difference.

I want to thank everyone who contributed to our mission. Your generosity shone through the darkness, an offering of hope and healing to some of the most deserving people in the world.

In the pages ahead, you will hear from each of our Senior Program Managers. They wanted to share with you directly what they were most proud of in 2020 and what they look forward to in 2021. When you read their brief statements, know that these are true leaders, the vanguard of positive change and global development.

When I look back, I am most proud of them and their teams for their courage, selflessness, and innovation – they made rapid assessments of what needed to be done, they developed solutions to overcome obstacles and gaps, and they figured out how to keep saving lives from suicide, how to help women survivors of sexual violence, how to protect children from abuse while schools were closed. And, when I look forward to 2021, I am most excited about working with them to develop new programs and activities. I want to collaborate with our beneficiaries to meet their real needs with services that are replicable and sustainable. And, I want to join forces with our donors to raise the money we need, so that THRIVEGulu may continue to provide the highest quality humanitarian aid with the greatest impact and the lowest cost. I want you to know that the world is a little brighter because you helped someone THRIVE!

Thrive on,
Mick Hirsch
Executive Director

At THRIVEGulu, we believe that meaningful existence is more than mere survival. We believe the invisible wounds of psychological trauma deserve healing. And, we believe that functionality and productivity can only flourish when an individual and her community are more-than-surviving. Established in 2010 as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, we support communities in Northern Uganda to recover from the traumatic effects of war.
“The thing I am most proud of for 2021 is that we secured yet another major grant. For two years, we will implement a pilot project under Comic Relief in partnership with another organization, Dance4Life. This will be an innovative program combining Dance+Therapy to improve mental health outcomes in survivors of war. The fact that we will integrate dance movement into our counseling work is the thing I am most excited about for 2021. In Acholi land, the sound of the drum is a very powerful mobilization tool. Dance itself brings healing of the soul.

Amidst the pandemic, we adapted and developed activities so our staff could continue to keep in touch with the communities remotely. I am proud of our success using technology to share our message. We ran a virtual campaign in celebration of World Mental Health Day. THRIVE hosted a panel discussion, which included two international experts on trauma recovery. We are grateful to the individuals who generously contributed to the good work of THRIVGulu.”

-Dora Single Alal, Country Director
“I am most proud of our prevention and response to violence against women and children in Gulu and Omoro Districts. We held community discussions, hosted 6 radio talk shows assisting 109 callers, and broadcasted information on prevention and response to violence against women and children. We also reached over 2,000 individuals in the most hard-to-reach areas through caravan road drives. The community Lay Counselors/ Gender-Based Violence Monitors that we trained have increased their knowledge and skills to support their communities.

In the coming year, I am looking forward to helping even more women and children. Our team is excited to form more Empowerment Groups and provide trainings on small business success, savings and loan, and adult literacy. Lastly, I hope to create awareness on violence against children both at home and in schools, knowing that child abuse increased during COVID-19 when schools were closed.” -Brenda, Senior Empowerment Manager

“The one thing that I am most proud of from 2020 is the tele-counseling that was introduced to reach mental health patients during the COVID-19 pandemic. I’m proud of this because now THRIVEGulu counselors are able to provide care any time our clients are in need of psychosocial support. We can even provide support for people outside the project area, thus more are reached than before.

In 2021, I’m most excited about the expansion of THRIVEGulu activities, especially with the new Comic Relief grant, which will bridge mental health gaps being faced by our communities. I’m also excited about increasing knowledge of THRIVEGulu activities to the rest of the world and other partners within the region. THRIVEGulu is being highly recognized for the good work it’s doing around mental health and psychosocial support witnessed by having increasing number of students applying for internships around mental health practices and other partners referring mental health patients to us for counseling and empowerment services.” -Christine, Senior Counseling Manager
Our vision is for a Northern Uganda in which all people are treated with dignity, live in safety, and have the chance to contribute to the good of the community. THRIVE offers two interlocking pillars of support: 1) Mental Health & Psychosocial Support; 2) Individual & Community Empowerment. Our commitment is twofold: Go to the most marginalized and war affected peoples; and work with individuals and communities as partners: “nothing about us, without us.”
“In 2020, I was most proud to see great improvement in reading and writing both in Acholi and English. Our year-end literacy evaluation showed 60% of baseline illiterate learners have attained a basic level of literacy in both English and Acholi. The topics and stories in the literacy manual that we developed inspired 75% of our learners to start their own micro-businesses, such as selling fish, operating a food kiosk, brick laying, farming, rearing chickens, etc.

In 2021, I am most excited about expanding our literacy program into Omoro District. Our pre-assessment found that 95% of the participants were excited to receive literacy education, especially because the stories in the manual are based on their life’s experiences.”

-Vincent, Literacy Manager

Library & Resource Center

We are excited to announce plans to build a Library and Resource Center at our THRIVEGulu Campus! Our fundraising will kick off on International Women’s Day, March 8, 2021. You can be a part of building this wonderful community space by buying a brick or naming the building. We hope you will join us!
2020 Supporters

VISIONARIES
Joseph & Kathleen Sorenson Legacy Foundation

TRAUMA RECOVERY SPECIALISTS ($10,000+)
Sorenson Legacy Foundation*

EMPOWERMENT SPECIALISTS ($5,000+)
Judith Dushku* • Peter-Pike Sloan* • Saundra Buys*

GBV SPECIALISTS ($2,500+)
Erik Butler* • Wayne Everett & Marlene Allen*

LITERACY SPECIALISTS ($1,000+)
Anja Shafer* • Ashley & David Walch* • Bob Badavas
• David Rutgers* • Dorothy Giarla & John Govoni* • Gregory
Neumann* • Kathy Kaufmann* • Mike & Tasha Bello*
• Samantha Wren • Sandy Gadsby & Nancy Brown*

HEALERS ($500)
Alto Foundation • Anonymous • Charles & Michelle Hirsch*
• Cyra Coady & Dario Vlah • Elaine Mittell &
Doug Poutasse* • Ethan & Zenobia Sribnick • Jacque
Poore • Laurel Ulrich • Marcella Welch* • Merck
Foundation • Peter & Gayle Lassen* • Thomas Jennings*
• Thomas Osborne Stair & Lucy H. Caldwell-Stair

COMMUNITY BUILDERS ($250+)
Barbara Burleigh* • Caroline Fry • Darrell Rigby • Derek
Christensen* • Dona Nicholas* • Eden Williams* • Elizabeth
Conley* • James Johnston • Jennifer Winston • John Rohlfling
& Peggy Steinway* • Judy and Steve Gilliland • Kathleen &
Joe Sorenson* • Ken Heise • Laura Segovia • Laurie Kahn*
• M. Jerome Besnoist* • Mary Blanchette • Mary Le • Marybeth
& Gabe Gamber • Patricia Ostrem* • Roberta Miller
• Romney Evans • Sterling Horne • Susan Porter • Tara Neal

SUPPORTERS ($100+)
Alisa Giarla • Alyssa Falconer • Andrea & David Giarla* • Angel
Poe • Arlenin Dushku* • Brandilyn Tyler • Carol Han • Chad
& Brittney Losey • Charles & Shirley Byrne • Cheryl Cowan*
• Chris Needham • Claudia Williams • Dale & Margaret Byrne*
• Daniel Bello • David Kalivas • Diane Gardener • Diane
Kellogg • Don Crawford • Donald Rhoten • Doris Corbo
• Elizabeth Askue • Elizabeth Crawford • Graham Stetson
• Harvey & Debbie Epstein • Heidi Hemming* • Irene Cornwall
• Jason Kirby • Jeff Schwartz • Jennifer Bell • Jody Hansen
• Joel Montague* • Joseph Fischgrund* • Judith Vreeland
• Karen Ketcham • Karyn Giarla Sagani • Ken Templeton, Ill
• Kristen Leslie • Laura McBride* • Lawrence Ballis • Linda
Othole • Linda Taylor* • Lloyd Baird • Luisa Velarde • Luise
Druke • Lyndon Garrett • Lysa Leland • Mahmud Rahman*
• Margaret Finnegan • Mark and Kristi Gebhardt/Griffin
• Marsha & Don Heinz • Patricia & James Gibbons* • Ras
Ryan • Ray & JoAnne Doyle • Robert & Dixie Hufner*
• Robert Markus* • Robert Wolfeys • Roberta Williamson • Sal
Perisano • Sam Dasliva • Sandra Stetson* • Scott Hansen*
• Scott Parkinson • Sivaing Suos • Stephen Pierce & James
Belmont • Suzanne Cooper • Terri Shupert • Teddy Turrentine
• Tracey Robinson* • Ulfrich Fox • William & Anne Hoeting*

AMBASSADORS ($50+)
Amy Guillotette • Angola Campolla-Sanders • Anita Stetson*
• Anne Moss Wunderli* • Arlene Disalvo • Audrey Jia • Beth
Houston • Bill & Patty Beard* • Bridget Brazeau • Brooke
Law • Charlotte Hazell • Cheryl DiVito • Cheryll May • Chris
Johnson • Christianne Harrison • Christine Cornwall
• Courtney & Roy Feeley Karp • Dan Wotherspoon • Gerald
Giarla • Helen & Joe Soussou • Helen Claire Sievers*
• Iliana Lilianita • Janna Fröhlich • Jeremy Neves • Kathryn
& Douglas Hoag • Kathy Shetler • Katie Keane • Kaylia
Ren • Kif Augustine • Kim & Lenora Kroll • Kim Cowan
• Kr Belnap • Laurel Simmons • Leah An Valverde Roca
• Linda Cohen* • Lynn Sykes • Maria Ouelette • Marjorie
O'Malley • Mark Govoni • Mark Miller • Marney Kelly
• Mary Macissac • Maureen Zuluaga • Melody Johnson
• Mick Hirsch • Nancy Maguire Heath • Nicole Eisdorfer
• Omar Syed • Patti Lamy • PayPal Giving Fund • Philip
Schneider* • Rachel Bello • Rachel Cummings • Robin
Giarla • Sam Khoeon & Audrey Jia • Sophalinity Nguon
• Suzanne S Kirkpatrick • Tam Kistler • Therese Moore
• Tim Brainerd • Wendy Sanford • Yvonne Lodico

ADVOCATES ($25+)
Accenture Matching Gift • Ann Turley • Barbara Muirhead
• Barbara Taylor • Beverly Steed • Brenda Tarrant • David
& Lynn Grainger* • Diego Portillo Mazal • Ethan Sellers
• Ford Stevenson • Geneva Million-Guseynov • Gracie Clark
• Janis Papazian • Jeannine Gaudette • Jennifer Yang
• John Owen • Judith Giarla • Julia Blake • Karen Bishop
• Karen Welch • Kathleen and John Cantrell • Ken Hughes*
• Kenneth Osborne • Linda Giarla • Linda Oakes Becker • Lisa
Ward • Lynn Marshall • Lynne Matthews Anderson • Marcia
& Bill Jackson • Marilyn O'Maley* • Marjorie Hansen • Mark
Parkinson • Mary Jordan • Molly Muchmore • Morgan & Janie
Chickering • Nancy Siska & Roger Stern • Nicole Salamy
• Patrick & Leah Gallivan • Paul Foley • Reyna Lounsbury
• Rick Britton • Shanti Crowell* • Stephen Rutgers*
• Steven Salhaney • Suzanne Arvidson • Tu & Koeun Tri

FRIENDS
Alissa McBride Cox • AmazonSmile • Andrew Maloney
• Ashley An • Barbora Bartunkova • Ben Dushku • Catherine
Kalogeros • David Nieman • Diana Huerta • Donna Bello
Tarpey • Emma O’Leary • Gail Gamm* • George Wardle
• Ginger Frost • Harry Mack • Heather Marx* • Irene Cusato
• Janes Papazian • Jeannine Gaudette • Jennifer Yang
• John Owen • Judith Giarla • Julia Blake • Karen Bishop
• Karen Welch • Kathleen and John Cantrell • Ken Hughes*
• Kenneth Osborne • Linda Giarla • Linda Oakes Becker • Lisa
Ward • Lynn Marshall • Lynne Matthews Anderson • Marcia
& Bill Jackson • Marilyn O’Maley* • Marjorie Hansen • Mark
Parkinson • Mary Jordan • Molly Muchmore • Morgan & Janie
Chickering • Nancy Siska & Roger Stern • Nicole Salamy
• Patrick & Leah Gallivan • Paul Foley • Reyna Lounsbury
• Rick Britton • Shanti Crowell* • Stephen Rutgers*
• Steven Salhaney • Suzanne Arvidson • Tu & Koeun Tri

We’re grateful for the ongoing support of our partners
and Giving Circle donors! You make a difference
everyday helping survivors become THRIVERS.

* Donated every fiscal year since January 2018.

Donors listed are from contributions made between January
through December 2020. Every effort was made for a correct
list of donors. We apologize for any mistakes.